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Astray Emma Donoghue
In Dublin, 1918, a maternity ward at the height of the Great
Flu is a small world of work, risk, death, and unlooked-for
love, in "Donoghue's best novel since Room" (Kirkus
Reviews). In an Ireland doubly ravaged by war and disease,
Nurse Julia Power works at an understaffed hospital in the
city center, where expectant mothers who have come down
with the terrible new Flu are quarantined together. Into Julia's
regimented world step two outsiders—Doctor Kathleen Lynn, a
rumoured Rebel on the run from the police, and a young
volunteer helper, Bridie Sweeney. In the darkness and
intensity of this tiny ward, over three days, these women
change each other's lives in unexpected ways. They lose
patients to this baffling pandemic, but they also shepherd new
life into a fearful world. With tireless tenderness and
humanity, carers and mothers alike somehow do their
impossible work. In The Pull of the Stars, Emma Donoghue
once again finds the light in the darkness in this new classic
of hope and survival against all odds.
AstrayLittle, Brown
In this masterpiece by Emma Donoghue, bestselling author of
Room, an English nurse is brought to a small Irish village to
observe what appears to be a miracle -- a girl said to have
survived without food for month -- and soon finds herself
fighting to save the child's life. Tourists flock to the cabin of
eleven-year-old Anna O'Donnell, who believes herself to be
living off manna from heaven, and a journalist is sent to cover
the sensation. Lib Wright, a veteran of Florence Nightingale's
Crimean campaign, is hired to keep watch over the girl.
Written with all the propulsive tension that made Room a
huge bestseller, The Wonder works beautifully on many
levels -- a tale of two strangers who transform each other's
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lives, a powerful psychological thriller, and a story of love
pitted against evil. Acclaim for The Wonder: "Deliciously
gothic.... Dark and vivid, with complicated characters, this is a
novel that lodges itself deep" (USA Today, 3/4 stars)
"Heartbreaking and transcendent"(New York Times) "A fable
as lean and discomfiting as Anna's dwindling body....
Donoghue keeps us riveted" (Chicago Tribune) "Donoghue
poses powerful questions about faith and belief" (Newsday)
From a writer of astonishing versatility and erudition, the
much-admired literary critic, novelist, short-story writer, and
scholar (“Dazzling”—The Washington Post; “One of those
rare writers who seems to be able to work on any register,
any time, any atmosphere, and make it her own” —The
Observer), a book that explores the little-known literary
tradition of love between women in Western literature, from
Chaucer and Shakespeare to Charlotte Brontë, Dickens,
Agatha Christie, and many more. Emma Donoghue brings to
bear all her knowledge and grasp to examine how desire
between women in English literature has been portrayed,
from schoolgirls and vampires to runaway wives, from crossdressing knights to contemporary murder stories. Donoghue
looks at the work of those writers who have addressed the
“unspeakable subject,” examining whether such desire
between women is freakish or omnipresent, holy or evil,
heartwarming or ridiculous as she excavates a long-obscured
tradition of (inseparable) friendship between women, one that
is surprisingly central to our cultural history. Donoghue writes
about the half-dozen contrasting girl-girl plots that have been
told and retold over the centuries, metamorphosing from
generation to generation. What interests the author are the
twists and turns of the plots themselves and how these
stories have changed—or haven’t—over the centuries, rather
than how they reflect their time and society. Donoghue
explores the writing of Sade, Diderot, Balzac, Thomas Hardy,
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H. Rider Haggard, Elizabeth Bowen, and others and the ways
in which the woman who desires women has been cast as not
quite human, as ghost or vampire. She writes about the everpresent triangle, found in novels and plays from the last three
centuries, in which a woman and man compete for the
heroine’s love . . . about how—and why—same-sex attraction
is surprisingly ubiquitous in crime fiction, from the work of
Wilkie Collins and Dorothy L. Sayers to P. D. James. Finally,
Donoghue looks at the plotline that has dominated writings
about desire between women since the late nineteenth
century: how a woman’s life is turned upside down by the
realization that she desires another woman, whether she
comes to terms with this discovery privately, “comes out of
the closet,” or is publicly “outed.” She shows how this
narrative pattern has remained popular and how it has taken
many forms, in the works of George Moore, Radclyffe Hall,
Patricia Highsmith, and Rita Mae Brown, from case-historystyle stories and dramas, in and out of the courtroom, to
schoolgirl love stories and rebellious picaresques. A
revelation of a centuries-old literary tradition—brilliant,
amusing, and until now, deliberately overlooked.
New York Times bestselling author of Girl With a Pearl
Earring and At the Edge of the Orchard Tracy Chevalier
makes her first fictional foray into the American past in The
Last Runaway, bringing to life the Underground Railroad and
illuminating the principles, passions and realities that fueled
this extraordinary freedom movement. Honor Bright, a modest
English Quaker, moves to Ohio in 1850--only to find herself
alienated and alone in a strange land. Sick from the moment
she leaves England, and fleeing personal disappointment,
she is forced by family tragedy to rely on strangers in a harsh,
unfamiliar landscape. Nineteenth-century America is practical,
precarious, and unsentimental, and scarred by the continuing
injustice of slavery. In her new home Honor discovers that
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principles count for little, even within a religious community
meant to be committed to human equality. However, Honor is
drawn into the clandestine activities of the Underground
Railroad, a network helping runaway slaves escape to
freedom, where she befriends two surprising women who
embody the remarkable power of defiance. Eventually she
must decide if she too can act on what she believes in,
whatever the personal costs.
Passions Between Women looks at stories of lesbian desires,
acts and identities from the Restoration to the beginning of
the nineteenth century. Far from being invisible, the figure of
the woman who felt passion for women in this period was a
subject of confusion and contradiction: she could be put in a
freak show as a 'hermaphrodite', denounced as a 'tribade' or
'lesbian', revered as a 'romantic friend', jailed as a 'female
husband' or gossiped about as a 'woman-lover', 'tommy' or
'Sapphist'. Through an examination of a wealth of new
medical, legal and erotic source material, together with rereadings of classics of English literature, Emma Donoghue
uncovers the astonishing range of lesbian and bisexual
identities described in British texts between 1668 and 1801.
Female pirates and spiritual mentors, chambermaids and
queens, poets and prostitutes, country idylls and whipping
clubs all take their place in an intriguing panorama of lesbian
lives and loves.'Controversial, erotic and radical, Emma
Donoghue's lesbian voyage of exploration outlines an
astonishing spectrum of gender rebellion which creates a new
map of eighteenth-century sexual territories and identities.'
Patricia Duncker
An “engaging . . . entertaining journey,” Landing explores the
pleasures and sorrows of long-distance love in the digital age
(The New York Times Book Review). Síle is a stylish citizen
of the new Dublin, a veteran flight attendant who’s traveled
the world. Jude is a twenty-five-year-old archivist, stubbornly
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attached to Ireland, Ontario, the tiny town in which she was
born and raised. When Jude meets Síle on her first
transatlantic plane trip, the spark between them is instant.
After a coffee shared at Heathrow Airport, both women return
to their lives—but neither can forget their encounter. Over the
next year, Jude and Síle connect through emails, phone calls,
letters, and the occasional visit. But no matter how
passionate, every long-distance relationship comes to a
crossroads, because you can’t have a happily ever after
when the one you love is a world apart . . . “[Donoghue]
explores with a light, sure touch the subject of desire across
distances of various kinds: generational, cultural, even
spiritual.” —The New York Times Book Review “[A] charming
tale.” —Kirkus Reviews
Hollywood detective Toby Peters does a job for one of
Tinseltown’s finest It’s been four years since security guard
Toby Peters got fired from the Warner Brothers lot for
breaking a screen cowboy’s arm. Since then he’s scratched
out a living as a private detective—missing persons and
bodyguard work, mostly—but now his old friends, the Warners,
have a job for him. Someone has mailed the studio a picture
of Errol Flynn caught in a compromising position with a very
young girl. Although Flynn insists it’s a fake, the studio is
taking no chances. Toby is to deliver the blackmailer $5,000
and return with the photo negative. It should be simple, but
Flynn, a swashbuckler on and off the screen, has a way of
making things complicated. Though he isn’t impressed by
movie stars, if Toby Peters isn’t careful he may end up dying
for one.

A clever, romantic novel based on the true story of a
girl who disguised herself as a boy to sail with the
infamous pirates Anne Bonny and Calico Jack—and
fell in love with Anne Bonny. There’s no place for a
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girl in Mary’s world. Not in the home of her mum,
desperately drunk and poor. Not in the household of
her wealthy granny, where no girl can be named an
heir. And certainly not in the arms of Nat, her
childhood love who never knew her for who she was.
As a sailor aboard a Caribbean merchant ship,
Mary’s livelihood—and her safety—depends on her
ability to disguise her gender. At least, that’s what
she thinks is true. But then pirates attack the ship,
and in the midst of the gang of cutthroats, Mary
spots something she never could have imagined: a
girl pirate. The sight of a girl standing unafraid upon
the deck, gun and sword in hand, changes
everything. In a split-second decision, Mary turns her
gun on her own captain, earning herself the chance
to join the account and become a pirate alongside
Calico Jack and Anne Bonny. For the first time, Mary
has a shot at freedom. But imagining living as her
true self is easier, it seems, than actually doing it.
And when Mary finds herself falling for the captain’s
mistress, she risks everything—her childhood love,
her place among the crew, and even her life.
Breathlessly romantic and brilliantly subversive, The
Unbinding of Mary Reade is sure to sweep readers
off their feet and make their hearts soar.
Emma Donoghue vividly brings to life stories inspired
by her discoveries of fascinating, hidden scraps of
the past. Here an engraving of a woman giving birth
to rabbits, a plague ballad, surgical case notes,
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theological pamphlets, and an articulated skeleton
are ingeniously fleshed out into rollicking, full-bodied
fictions. Whether she's spinning the tale of an
English soldier tricked into marrying a dowdy
spinster, a Victorian surgeon's attempts to "improve"
women, a seventeenth-century Irish countess who
ran away to Italy disguised as a man, or an "undead"
murderess returning for the maid she left behind to
be executed in her place, Emma Donoghue brings to
her tales a colorful, elegant prose filled with the
sights and smells and sounds of the period. She
summons the ghosts of those men and women who
counted for nothing in their own day and brings them
to unforgettable life in fiction.
Caught at the crossroads of his life, Jerry Marlow, a
middle-aged British professor teaching at an Italian
university, recounts his fantasies and memories with
his current quest for cultural unity and true love
Shortlisted for the 2008 Toronto Book Award All but
forgotten, Frances Loring and Florence Wyle were
major forces in establishing Canadian sculpture and
the style of Canadian national monuments. Frances
and Florence met in 1906 at the Chicago Art
Institute, where Florence was a teacher and Frances
a student. Immediately forming a connection that
would endure the rest of their lives, they moved
together in 1910 to a studio in bohemian Greenwich
Village, before relocating to the more conservative
city of Toronto. Removed from the Modernist
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movement that began to sweep the United States
soon after their departure, Frances and Florence
took up residence in a converted church where they
entertained such prominent Canadian artists as
Emmanuel Hahn, Elizabeth Wyn Wood, and Group
of Seven member A.Y. Jackson. And Beauty
Answers by Elspeth Cameron reexamines the Girls’
careers, from their early days struggling to be
recognized in a man’s profession, to their final days
in separate rooms of a nursing home. Whatever the
full extent of their relationship, the Girls continue to
be defined as much by the bond they shared as by
the works they created. And Beauty Answers
explores a partnership that helped shape the
landscape of Canadian art.
Slammerkin: A loose gown; a loose woman. Born to
rough cloth in Hogarth's London, but longing for silk,
Mary Saunders's eye for a shiny red ribbon leads her
to prostitution at a young age. A dangerous misstep
sends her fleeing to Monmouth, and the position of
household seamstress, the ordinary life of an
ordinary girl with no expectations. But Mary has
known freedom, and having never known love, it is
freedom that motivates her. Mary asks herself if the
prostitute who hires out her body is more or less free
than the "honest woman" locked into marriage, or
the servant who runs a household not her own? And
is either as free as a man? Ultimately, Mary remains
true only to the three rules she learned on the
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streets: Never give up your liberty. Clothes make the
woman. Clothes are the greatest lie ever told.
How do you move on from an irreplaceable loss? In
a poignant debut, a sixteen-year-old boy must learn
to swim against an undercurrent of grief—or be swept
away by it. Otis and Meg were inseparable until her
family abruptly moved away after the terrible
accident that left Otis’s little brother dead and both
of their families changed forever. Since then, it’s
been three years of radio silence, during which time
Otis has become the unlikely protégé of eighteenyear-old Dara—part drill sergeant, part friend—who’s
hell-bent on transforming Otis into the Olympic
swimmer she can no longer be. But when Otis learns
that Meg is coming back to town, he must face some
difficult truths about the girl he’s never forgotten and
the brother he’s never stopped grieving. As it
becomes achingly clear that he and Meg are not the
same people they were, Otis must decide what to
hold on to and what to leave behind. Quietly
affecting, this compulsively readable debut novel
captures all the confusion, heartbreak, and fragile
hope of three teens struggling to accept profound
absences in their lives.
*Named a Garden & Gun and Atlanta Journal
Constitution best book of the year* Winner of the
2020 Thomas Robinson Prize for Southern Literature
"Mesmerizing...He's one of the best living American
writers."--Janet Maslin, New York Times Book
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Review From bestselling and award-winning writer
Ron Rash ("One of the great American authors at
work today."--The New York Times) comes a
collection of ten searing stories and the return of the
villainess who propelled Serena to national acclaim,
in a long-awaited novella. Ron Rash has long been a
revered presence in the landscape of American
letters. A virtuosic novelist, poet, and story writer, he
evokes the beauty and brutality of the land, the
relentless tension between past and present, and the
unquenchable human desire to be a little bit better
than circumstances would seem to allow (to
paraphrase Faulkner). In these ten stories, Rash
spins a haunting allegory of the times we live
in--rampant capitalism, the severing of ties to the
natural world in the relentless hunt for profit, the
destruction of body and soul with pills meant to mute
our pain--and yet within this world he illuminates acts
of extraordinary decency and heroism. Two of the
stories have already been singled out for accolades:
"Baptism" was chosen by Roxane Gay for inclusion
in The Best American Short Stories 2018, and
"Neighbors" was selected by Jonathan Lethem for
The Best American Mystery Stories 2019. And in
revisiting Serena Pemberton, Rash updates his
bestselling parable of greed run amok as his
deliciously vindictive heroine returns to the North
Carolina wilderness she left scarred and desecrated
to make one final effort to kill the child that threatens
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all she has accomplished. "A gorgeous, brutal writer"
(Richard Price) working at the height of his powers,
Ron Rash has created another mesmerizing look at
the imperfect world around us.
The bestselling author of the adult novel Room
bursts onto the children's book scene with this cross
between Little Miss Sunshine, Cheaper by the
Dozen, and Modern Family. Sumac Lottery is nine
years old and the self-proclaimed "good girl" of her
(VERY) large, (EXTREMELY) unruly family. And
what a family the Lotterys are: four parents, children
both adopted and biological, and a menagerie of
pets, all living and learning together in a sprawling
house called Camelottery. Then one day, the news
breaks that one of their grandfathers is suffering
from dementia and will be coming to live with them.
And not just any grandfather -- the long dormant
"Grumps," who fell out with his son so long ago that
he hasn't been part of any of their lives.Suddenly,
everything changes. Sumac has to give up her room
to make the newcomer feel at home. She tries to be
nice, but prickly Grumps clearly disapproves of how
the Lotterys live: whole grains, strange vegetables,
rescue pets, a multicultural household... He's worse
than just tough to get along with -- Grumps has got
to go! But can Sumac help him find a home where
he belongs?
This "soul stirring" novel by the New York Times
bestselling author of Room (O Magazine) is one of the
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New York Post's best books of the year. Noah Selvaggio
is a retired chemistry professor and widower living on the
Upper West Side, but born in the South of France. He is
days away from his first visit back to Nice since he was a
child, bringing with him a handful of puzzling photos he's
discovered from his mother's wartime years. But he
receives a call from social services: Noah is the closest
available relative of an eleven-year-old great-nephew
he's never met, who urgently needs someone to look
after him. Out of a feeling of obligation, Noah agrees to
take Michael along on his trip. Much has changed in this
famously charming seaside mecca, still haunted by
memories of the Nazi occupation. The unlikely duo,
suffering from jet lag and culture shock, bicker about
everything from steak frites to screen time. But Noah
gradually comes to appreciate the boy's truculent wit,
and Michael's ease with tech and sharp eye help Noah
unearth troubling details about their family's past. Both
come to grasp the risks people in all eras have run for
their loved ones, and find they are more akin than they
knew. Written with all the tenderness and psychological
intensity that made Room an international bestseller,
Akin is a funny, heart-wrenching tale of an old man and a
boy, born two generations apart, who unpick their painful
story and start to write a new one together. "What begins
as a larky story of unlikely male bonding turns into an offcenter but far richer novel about the unheralded,
imperfect heroism of two women." -- New York Times
Emma Donoghue, the celebrated author of Room, brings
her considerable talents to the short-story genre with
these two moving collections. Touchy Subjects A man
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finds God and finally wants to father a child—only his wife
is now forty-three years old. A coach’s son discovers his
sexuality on the football field. A roommate’s bizarre
secret liberates a repressed young woman. From the
unforeseen consequences of a polite social lie to the
turmoil caused by a single hair on a woman’s chin,
Donoghue dramatizes the seemingly small acts upon
which our lives often turn. Astray Gold miner.
Counterfeiter. Slave. Dishwasher. Prostitute. Attorney.
Sculptor. Mercenary. Elephant. Corpse. The colourful,
fascinating characters that roam the pages of Emma
Donoghue’s stories have all gone astray. They cross
other borders, too: those of race, law, sex and sanity.
They travel for love or money, incognito or under duress.
In this dazzling literary debut, Rebecca Curtis displays
the gifts that make her one of the most talented writers of
her generation. Her characters—young women struggling
to find happiness, love, success, security, and
adventure—wait tables, run away from home, fall for
married men, betray their friends, and find themselves
betrayed as well. In "Hungry Self," a young waitress
descends into the basement of a seemingly ordinary
Chinese restaurant; in "Twenty Grand," a young wife
tries to recover her lost fortune; in "Monsters," one
family's paranoia leads to a sacrifice; and in "The
Witches," an innocent swim on prom night proves more
dangerous than anyone could have imagined. With
elegant prose and a wicked sense of humor, these
stories reveal Curtis's provocative and uncompromising
view of life, one that makes her writing so poignant and
irresistible.
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From the author of the worldwide bestseller Room: "Her
greatest achievement yet...Emma Donoghue shows
more than range with Frog Music -- she shows genius."Darin Strauss, author of Half a Life. Summer of 1876:
San Francisco is in the fierce grip of a record-breaking
heat wave and a smallpox epidemic. Through the
window of a railroad saloon, a young woman named
Jenny Bonnet is shot dead. The survivor, her friend
Blanche Beunon, is a French burlesque dancer. Over the
next three days, she will risk everything to bring Jenny's
murderer to justice -- if he doesn't track her down first.
The story Blanche struggles to piece together is one of
free-love bohemians, desperate paupers, and arrogant
millionaires; of jealous men, icy women, and damaged
children. It's the secret life of Jenny herself, a notorious
character who breaks the law every morning by getting
dressed: a charmer as slippery as the frogs she hunts. In
thrilling, cinematic style, Frog Music digs up a longforgotten, never-solved crime. Full of songs that migrated
across the world, Emma Donoghue's lyrical tale of love
and bloodshed among lowlifes captures the pulse of a
boomtown like no other.
From the celebrated author of The Bird Sisters, a
gorgeously rendered and emotionally charged novel that
spans generations, telling the story of two siblings, raised
apart, attempting to share a life. It is 1938 when Eveline,
a young bride, follows her husband into the wilderness of
Minnesota. Though their cabin is rundown, they have a
river full of fish, a garden out back, and a new baby boy
named Hux. But when Emil leaves to take care of his
sick father, the unthinkable happens: a stranger arrives,
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and Eveline becomes pregnant. She gives the child
away, and while Hux grows up hunting and fishing in the
woods with his parents, his sister, Naamah, is raised an
orphan. Years later, haunted by the knowledge of this
forsaken girl, Hux decides to find his sister and bring her
home to the cabin. But Naamah, even wilder than the
wilderness that surrounds them, may make it impossible
for Hux to ever tame her, to ever make up for all that
she, and they, have lost. Set before a backdrop of
vanishing forest, this is a luminous novel of love, regret,
and hope.
In the tradition of Cormac McCarthy and Flannery
O’Connor, Bill Cheng’s Southern Cross the Dog is an
epic literary debut in which the bonds between three
childhood friends are upended by the Great Mississippi
Flood of 1927. In its aftermath, one young man must
choose between the lure of the future and the claims of
the past. Having lost virtually everything in the fearsome
storm—home, family, first love—Robert Chatham embarks
on an odyssey that takes him through the deep South,
from the desperation of a refugee camp to the fiery and
raucous brothel Hotel Beau-Miel and into the Mississippi
hinterland, where he joins a crew hired to clear the
swamp and build a dam. Along his journey he
encounters piano-playing hustlers, ne’er-do-well
Klansmen, well-intentioned whores, and a family of fur
trappers, the L’Etangs, whose very existence is
threatened by the swamp-clearing around them. The
L’Etang brothers are fierce and wild but there is
something soft about their cousin Frankie, possibly the
only woman capable of penetrating Robert’s darkest
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places and overturning his conviction that he’s marked
by the devil. Teeming with language that renders both
the savage beauty and complex humanity of our shared
past, Southern Cross the Dog is a tour de force that
heralds the arrival of a major new voice in fiction.
It is the moment every twenty-something must confront:
the time to grow up. Adulthood looms, with all it's
numbing tranquility and stifling complacency. The end of
prolonged adolescence is near. Laura and Tyler are two
women whose twenties have been a blur of overstayed
parties, a fondness for drugs that has shifted from
cautious experimentation to catholic indulgence, and
hangovers that don't relent until Monday morning.
They've been best friends, partners in excess, for the
last ten years. But things are changing: Laura is engaged
to Jim, a classical pianist who has long since given up
the carousing lifestyle. He disapproves of Tyler's
reckless ways and of what he percieves to be her bad
influence on Laura. Jim pulls Laura toward adulthood
and responsibility, toward what society says she should
be, but Tyler isn't ready to let her go. But what does
Laura want for herself? And how can she choose
between Tyler and Jim, between one life she loves and
another she's "supposed" to love? Raw, uproarious, and
deeply affecting, Animals speaks to an entire generation
caught between late-adolescence and adulthood
wondering what exactly they'll have to give up in order to
grow up.
Thirteen tales are unspun from the deeply familiar, and
woven anew into a collection of fairy tales that wind back
through time. Acclaimed Irish author Emma Donoghue
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reveals heroines young and old in unexpected
alliances--sometimes treacherous, sometimes erotic, but
always courageous. Told with luminous voices that
shimmer with sensuality and truth, these age-old
characters shed their antiquated cloaks to travel a
seductive new landscape, radiantly
transformed.Cinderella forsakes the handsome prince
and runs off with the fairy godmother; Beauty discovers
the Beast behind the mask is not so very different from
the face she sees in the mirror; Snow White is awakened
from slumber by the bittersweet fruit of an unnamed
desire. Acclaimed writer Emma Donoghue spins new
tales out of old in a magical web of thirteen
interconnected stories about power and transformation
and choosing one's own path in the world. In these fairy
tales, women young and old tell their own stories of love
and hate, honor and revenge, passion and deception.
Using the intricate patterns and oral rhythms of
traditional fairy tales, Emma Donoghue wraps age-old
characters in a dazzling new skin. 2000 List of Popular
Paperbacks for YA

Bakerton is a community of company houses and
church festivals, of union squabbles and firemen's
parades. Its neighborhoods include Little Italy,
Swedetown, and Polish Hill. For its tight-knit citizens
-- and the five children of the Novak family -- the
1940s will be a decade of excitement, tragedy, and
stunning change. Baker Towers is a family saga and
a love story, a hymn to a time and place long gone,
to America's industrial past, and to the men and
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women we now call the Greatest Generation. It is a
feat of imagination from an extraordinary voice in
American fiction, a writer of enormous power and
skill.
Britain's Got Talent is BACK . . . so it's time to get
serious with Britain's favourite funny man. Famous
comedian and actor, funniest judge on Britain's Got
Talent, high-achieving sportsman and
BESTSELLING AUTHOR of The World's Worst
Children series, David Walliams is a man of many
talents . . . Launched to fame with the recordbreaking Little Britain, his characters - Lou, Florence,
Emily, amongst others - became embedded in our
shared popular culture. You couldn't enter a
playground for a long while without hearing "eh, eh,
eh" or "computer says no". And Walliams is a
mystery. Often described as a bundle of
contradictions, he is disarming and enigmatic,
playing up his campness one minute and hinting
about his depression the next. To read Camp David
is to be truly shocked, as well as tickled pink: David
Walliams bares his soul like never before and
reveals a fascinating and complex mind. This
searingly honest autobiography is a true rollercoaster ride of emotions, as this nation's sweetheart
unlocks closely guarded secrets that until now have
remained hidden in his past. 'Will surprise, entertain,
and allow fans and newcomers to enter the comic's
uniquely brilliant world' GQ Magazine 'Raucously
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funny and superbly written' Heat 'Hilarious'
Telegraph 'A great read. My only criticism is it ended
too soon' The Sun 'A fascinating read' Star Magazine
'Brilliantly written' Express 'Fascinating stuff' Closer
'Uproariously great' Guardian
A history of the iconic department store and a city’s
life over a century and a half. Anyone who has
waited in a Christmas line for the Walnut Room’s
Great Tree can attest that Chicago’s loyalty to
Marshall Field’s is fierce. Dayton-Hudson even had
to take out advertising around town to apologize for
changing the Field's hallowed green bags. And with
good reason—the store and those who ran it shaped
the city's streets, subsidized its culture, and heralded
its progress. The resulting commercial empire
dictated wholesale trade terms in Calcutta and
sponsored towns in North Carolina, but its essence
was always Chicago. So when the Marshall Field
name was retired in 2006 after the stores were
purchased by Macy’s, protest slogans like “Field’s
is Chicago” and “Field’s: as Chicago as it gets”
weren't just emotional hype. Many still hope that
name will be resurrected like the city it helped
support during the Great Fire and the Great
Depression. Until then, fans of Marshall Field’s can
celebrate its history with this warm look back at the
beloved institution.
A tale of grief and lust, frustration and hilarity, death
and family Penelope O’Grady and Cara Wall are
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risking disaster when, like teenagers in any intolerant
time and place—here, a Dublin convent school in the
late 1970s—they fall in love. Yet Cara, the free spirit,
and Pen, the stoic, craft a bond so strong it seems
as though nothing could sever it: not the bickering,
not the secrets, not even Cara’s infidelities. But
thirteen years on, a car crash kills Cara and rips the
lid off Pen’s world. Pen is still in the closet, teaching
at her old school, living under the roof of Cara’s
gentle father, who thinks of her as his daughter’s
friend. How can she survive widowhood without even
daring to claim the word? Over the course of one
surreal week of bereavement, she is battered by
memories that range from the humiliating, to the
exalted, to the erotic, to the funny. It will take Pen all
her intelligence and wit to sort through her
tumultuous past with Cara, and all the nerve she can
muster to start remaking her life.
An ad in the students’ union—“2 females seek
flatmate. No bigots”—leads Maria to a home with
warm Ruth and wickedly funny Jael. But one day,
something Maria glimpses by accident forces her to
question everything she thought she knew.
An absolute delight of a debut novel by William
Kuhn—author of Reading Jackie: Her Autobiography
in Books—Mrs Queen Takes the Train wittily
imagines the kerfuffle that transpires when a bored
Queen Elizabeth strolls out of the palace in search of
a little fun, leaving behind a desperate team of
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courtiers who must find the missing Windsor before
a national scandal erupts. Reminiscent of Alan
Bennett’s The Uncommon Reader, this lively,
wonderfully inventive romp takes readers into the
mind of the grand matriarch of Britain’s Royal
Family, bringing us an endearing runaway Queen
Elizabeth on the town—and leading us behind the
Buckingham Palace walls and into the
upstairs/downstairs spaces of England’s monarchy.
Miss Emily "Fido" Faithfull is a "woman of business"
and a spinster pioneer in the British women’s
movement, independent of mind but naively trusting
of heart. Distracted from her cause by the sudden
return of a once-dear friend, the unhappily wed
Helen Codrington, Fido is swept up in the intimate
details of Helen’s failing marriage and obsessive
affair with a young army officer. What begins as a
loyal effort to help a friend explodes into an intriguing
courtroom drama complete with accusations of
adultery, counterclaims of rape, and a mysterious
letter that could destroy more than one life. Based on
a scandalous divorce case that gripped England in
1864, The Sealed Letter is a riveting, provocative
drama of friends, lovers, and divorce, Victorian-style.
In this sparkling collection of nineteen stories, the
bestselling author of Slammerkin returns to
contemporary affairs, exposing the private dilemmas
that result from some of our most public
controversies. A man finds God and finally wants to
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father a child-only his wife is now forty-two years old.
A coach's son discovers his sexuality on the football
field. A roommate's bizarre secret liberates a
repressed young woman. From the unforeseen
consequences of a polite social lie to the turmoil
caused by the hair on a woman's chin, Donoghue
dramatizes the seemingly small acts upon which our
lives often turn. Many of these stories involve
animals and what they mean to us, or babies and
whether to have them; some replay biblical plots in
modern contexts. With characters old, young,
straight, gay, and simply confused, Donoghue
dazzles with her range and her ability to touch lightly
but delve deeply into the human condition.
The fascinating characters that roam across the pages of
Emma Donoghue's stories have all gone astray: they are
emigrants, runaways, drifters, lovers old and new. They are
gold miners and counterfeiters, attorneys and slaves. They
cross other borders too: those of race, law, sex, and sanity.
They travel for love or money, incognito or under duress. With
rich historical detail, the celebrated author of Room takes us
from puritan Massachusetts to revolutionary New Jersey,
antebellum Louisiana to the Toronto highway, lighting up four
centuries of wanderings that have profound echoes in the
present. Astray offers us a surprising and moving history for
restless times.
In this contradictory era of uneven globalization, borders
multiply yet fantasies of borderlessness prevail. Particularly
since September 11th, this paradox has shaped deeply the
lives of border-crossing subjects such as the queer, the
refugee, and the activist within and beyond Canadian
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frontiers. In search of creative ways to engage with the
conundrums related to how borders mould social and bodily
space, Libe García Zarranz formulates a new cross-border
ethic through post-9/11 feminist and queer transnational
writing in Canada. Drawing on material feminism, critical race
studies, non-humanist philosophy, and affect theory, she
proposes a renewed understanding of relationality beyond the
lethal binaries that saturate everyday life. TransCanadian
Feminist Fictions considers the corporeal, biopolitical, and
affective dimensions of border crossing in the works of
Dionne Brand, Emma Donoghue, Hiromi Goto, and Larissa
Lai. Intersecting the genres of memoir, fiction, poetry, and
young adult literature, García Zarranz shows how these texts
address the permeability of boundaries and consider the
ethical implications for minoritized populations. Urging
readers to question the proclaimed glamours of globality,
TransCanadian Feminist Fictions responds to a time of
increasing inequality, mounting racism, and feminist backlash.
Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside a
purpose built room in her captor's garden for seven years.
Her five year old son, Jack, has no concept of the world
outside and happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma's
games and his vivid imagination where objects like Rug,
Lamp and TV are his only friends. But for Ma the time has
come to escape and face their biggest challenge to date: the
world outside Room.
This isn't an ordinary love story. But then Grace isn't an
ordinary girl. 'Disgusting,' said the nurse. And when no more
could be done, they put her away, aged eleven. On her first
day at the Briar Mental Institute, Grace meets Daniel. He
sees a different Grace: someone to share secrets and
canoodle with, someone to fight for. Debonair Daniel, who
can type with his feet, fills Grace's head with tales from Paris
and the world beyond. This is Grace's story: her life, its
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betrayals and triumphs, disappointment and loss, the taste of
freedom; roses, music and tiny scraps of paper. Most of all, it
is about the love of a lifetime.
A profound mystery is at the heart of this magnificent new
novel by Yiyun Li, “one of America’s best young novelists”
(Newsweek) and the celebrated author of The Vagrants,
winner of the Hemingway Foundation/PEN Award. Moving
back and forth in time, between America today and China in
the 1990s, Kinder Than Solitude is the story of three people
whose lives are changed by a murder one of them may have
committed. As one of the three observes, “Even the most
innocent person, when cornered, is capable of a heartless
crime.” When Moran, Ruyu, and Boyang were young, they
were involved in a mysterious incident in which a friend of
theirs was poisoned. Grown up, the three friends are
separated by distance and personal estrangement. Moran
and Ruyu live in the United States, Boyang in China; all three
are haunted by what really happened in their youth, and by
doubt about themselves. In California, Ruyu helps a local
woman care for her family and home, avoiding
entanglements, as she has done all her life. In Wisconsin,
Moran visits her ex-husband, whose kindness once overcame
her flight into solitude. In Beijing, Boyang struggles to deal
with an inability to love, and with the outcome of what
happened among the three friends twenty years before.
Brilliantly written, a breathtaking page-turner, Kinder Than
Solitude resonates with provocative observations about
human nature and life. In mesmerizing prose, and with
profound insight, Yiyun Li unfolds this remarkable story, even
as she explores the impact of personality and the past on the
shape of a person’s present and future. Praise for Kinder
Than Solitude “This is an exceptional novel, and Yiyun Li has
grown into one of our major novelists.”—Salman Rushdie
“Yiyun Li infuses the traditional form with a fresh, rigorous
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beauty and a sense of permanence and increasing
value.”—Mona Simpson, author of My Hollywood “[A] sleek,
powerful novel about the weight of memory, the brunt of loss
and the myriad ways the past can crimp the soul . . . Li gives
us gifts of gorgeous prose. . . . Rarely are ordinary humans
given such eloquent witness.”—The Washington Post “What
makes [Kinder Than Solitude] so vivid is its humanity. . . . It is
an inquiry into how the past scars us, shaping present and
future, and some deeds, once committed, can never be
undone.”—Los Angeles Times “[Li’s] true gift . . . is oldfashioned storytelling [and] a sense that a life, a whole life,
can be captured on pages.”—The Boston Globe “A stunning,
dark, and beautiful book . . . Yiyun Li writes with characteristic
genius.”—Paul Harding, author of Tinkers and Enon
One of Esquire's Most Anticipated Books of 2019 As seen in
the Summer Reading Previews of Esquire • NYLON •
BuzzFeed • BookRiot • Southern Living The World Doesn’t
Require You announces the arrival of a generational talent,
as Rion Amilcar Scott shatters rigid genre lines to explore
larger themes of religion, violence, and love—all told with sly
humor and a dash of magical realism. Established by the
leaders of the country’s only successful slave revolt in the
mid-nineteenth century, Cross River still evokes the fierce
rhythms of its founding. In lyrical prose and singular dialect, a
saga beats forward that echoes the fables carried down for
generations—like the screecher birds who swoop down for
their periodic sacrifice, and the water women who lure men to
wet deaths. Among its residents—wildly spanning decades,
perspectives, and species—are David Sherman, a struggling
musician who just happens to be God’s last son; Tyrone, a
ruthless PhD candidate, whose dissertation about a childhood
game ignites mayhem in the neighboring, once-segregated
town of Port Yooga; and Jim, an all-too-obedient robot who
serves his Master. As the book builds to its finish with Special
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Topics in Loneliness Studies, a fully-realized novella, two
unhinged professors grapple with hugely different ambitions,
and the reader comes to appreciate the intricacy of the world
Scott has created—one where fantasy and reality are eternally
at war. Contemporary and essential, The World Doesn’t
Require You is a “leap into a blazing new level of brilliance”
(Lauren Groff) that affirms Rion Amilcar Scott as a writer
whose storytelling gifts the world very much requires.
With the turn of each page, the characters that roam across
these pages go astray. They are emigrants, runaways,
drifters; gold miners and counterfeiters, attorneys and slaves.
They cross borders of race, law, sex, and sanity. They travel
for love or money, under duress or incognito. This fascinating
collection from Emma Donoghue, author of the internationally
bestselling Room, is a sequence of fourteen fact-inspired
fictions about travels to, in and from North America, Astray
offers a past in scattered pieces, a surprising and moving
history for restless times.
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